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www.overmoontoken.com
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01 INTRODUCTION
The Overmoon project was born in August 2021.
We aﬃrm with certainty that we aren’t one of the “many projects”, but
since immediately we’ll aim to be “THE PROJECT” and we’ll aim to do
better than our predecessor Safemoon.

Overmoon is decentralized and is meant to be
within everyone’s reach.
In this project, nothing is left to chance, from the
name choice to more ambitious goals.
Our aim will be to go “Over the Moon”.
We have noticed the huge amounts of money
have been invested in the discovery of space in
recent years.
We asked ourselves: “What are we doing for the
planet where we walk?”, “How can we go to the
moon if we don’t learn to appreciate what’s on
Earth first?”
Hence our project and our name.

DEPARTURE

ARRIVAL

02 CHARITY
One of our main objectives will be “DONATIONS”.
Yes! We know what you are thinking about it, most of the tokens
are making donations. We strongly believe in our charitable
purpose; our goal will be to cooperate with associations already
known for their contribution on safeguarding of the environment.
Today, climate change causes irreparable damage and they are
closely linked to other factors, such as fires.

Climate change is already taking place and is leading to a constant
increase in global temperature, resulting in an increase in extreme
weather events.
The eﬀects, in combination with severe droughts, heat waves and
forest fires, already have a serious environmental impact.
We know that simple donations will not change a lot, but the
community we are going to develop will make this possible.
This will represent a fundamental marketing strategy as well as the first
case of use of the token.

// SAVE THE HEART AND GO OVER THE
MOON
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03 OVERMOON ECOSYSTEM

COMMUNITY

+

PROJECTS

+

CHARITY

COMMUNITY : Overmoon will immediately develop a very active
community through which we will create
synergistic alliances aimed at developing the token and projects.

PROJECTS : They represents one of the fundamental elements, if not
the most important of the ecosystem. Thanks to these ambitious projects
Overmoon will speak about itself and its community everywhere.

CHARITY : Part of the income from the big work done by the Overmoon
ecosystem and its community will be donated to charities for environmental
protection associations.
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04 OVERMOON PROTOCOL

Overmoon adopts three simple functions:

- Rewards
- Burn
- Liquidity Pool Acquisition
Rewards = 4% is redistributed to holders for each transaction in
the Overmoon network. This means that you just need to keep the
tokens in your wallet to earn more Overmoon tokens.
Burn = They are vital to the token and will be done the right way at
the right time. The burns will be of two types: manual and
automatic.
Liquidity Pool Acquisition = It is an important element of
Overmoon.
First, the contract absorbs tokens from sellers and buyers; the
same tokens will be added to the LP giving stability and solidity to
the token.
Secondly, the penalty acts as a resistance to refereeing which
secures the volume of Overmoon as a reward for the holders.
In theory, the added LP creates more stability and support for the
minimum price of the token.
The goal is to prevent the big drops caused by token sales by
whales.
All of this is an eﬀort to eliminate some of the problems we have
seen with previous DeFi tokens.
LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOR ONE YEAR.
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4%

4% fee = redistributed among all holders

4%

30% of the total supply has been burned at the
beginning and then 4% of each transaction is
automatically burned

4%

4% commission is split 50/50 half of which is sold by
the contract in BNB, while the other half of the
Overmoon tokens are paired automatically with the
BNB and added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap
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05 OVERMOON BUYBACK MANUAL PROTOCOL
Buy-Back (or repurchase of own tokens) is the purchase of own tokens by
the founders.

Why buy-back operations?

- They increase the value of the token as they support the demand on the
market;

- They increase the asset value of the remaining tokens if the tokens
subject to buy-back are burned.

At the end of presale phase, 35% of the total collected will be added in the
liquidity pool and locked for 1 year, the remaining 20% will be used to make
manual buy-back in stages.
It will give greater stability greater confidence to new investors.
Once more Overmoon tokens are purchased with the buy-back, our only
goal will be to carry out a manual burn through which we will be able to
further reduce the circulating supply.
The only way to fight the wales is to fight them as it can be understood!
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PRESALE DISTRIBUTION
(The data below refer to how the money collected in the presale will be managed)

LP

BUY-BACK

DAPPS DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING

25%

10%

60%

5%

Unsold tokens at the presale will be burned.
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06 NFT ECOSYSTEM
The non-fungible token (NFT) market has seen growth exponential in
the first quarter of 2021, with a total sales volume exceeding $2 billion
dollars.
As it can be understood from these figures, although considerable, we
are only at the beginning of the real boom. We believe it is essential
importance to create an NFT ecosystem to diﬀerentiate ourselves from
most nascent tokens and strengthen the entire Overmoon ecosystem.

NFT collection: Exclusive NFTs based on the Overmoon token
NFT MARKETPLACE: Buy and sell your NFT directly from our
marketplace
ASTROPULSAR GAME: Game based on real characters set in a
fantasy context
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7 ROAD MAP

PHASE 1

PHASE 2
-

- Initial marketing
- Website launch
- Token development
- Public presale (KYC)
- Overmoon is born
- First third part audit
- 5 K telegram members

Influencer Marketing
Listing on Coingecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
15K holders
15K telegram members
Trending on Dextools

PHASE 3
-

PHASE 4
-

Certik
Voluntary donations
Big influencer
50 K holders
50 K telegram members

Voluntary donation
Website redesign
Exchange listing (cex)
100 K holders

PHASE 5
-

NFT collection
NFT marketplace
Astropulsar game
Bridge Multichain
150 K holders

STAY TUNED…
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08 TOKENOMICS & STATS
TOTAL SUPPLY

MAX SUPPLY

BURN TOKEN

1 Quadrillion
PRESALE
BURN
TEAM
CHARITY

LP
ADVISOR
LIQUIDITY MINING REWARDS
MARKETING

25%
7%
3%
8%
12%
9%

5%
31%
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TOKEN
SYMBOL

TOTAL
SUPPLY

CIRCULATING
SUPPLY

OVM

1 Quadrillion

700 Trillion

COIN BURN

LIQUIDITY
POOL

300 Trillion
Locked for 1 year
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OVERMOON WALLETS (every wallet is locked)
DEPLOYER - 0x2da12c40bf09b73e4999d555dbc792a133259ea3
MARKETING - 0x04e3362b062ce65781868db1344aa3d9cf967d37
LIQUIDITY MINING REWARDS - 0xca4f31bc81ca306dce0348c1991a3179a31113c3
ADVISOR - 0x79c2f540f8e3ec0ef37318bf1faac8fe88a9b7ee
CHARITY - 0xe60563e387605933bfa53d705c112561c05a2da7
TAX WALLET - 0x6F8f041ca27317003BB6cD6aFcf2A2Ca96079fd0

DISCLAIMER
Overmoon, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart
contracts and any app ("Overmoon") as presented in this concept document is not
a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind, and
in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this whitepaper, on the website or
within the app is intended as a basic reference only, without any actual or legal
meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. Overmoon
is a decentralized and community-driven project and has no owners, shareholders,
promoters, vendors, managers, directors or other figures or entities exercising any
form of governance. Overmoon smart contracts are open-source, security audited,
permanent. Overmoon token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not
and cannot be considered a "security" or otherwise regulated token of any kind.
Overmoon is in no way e-money and/or fiat money, nor an asset-backed
stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This whitepaper itself is not a
contract or contractual arrangement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation
or oﬀer to invest in Overmoon or to acquire or use Overmoon tokens in any way
and with any expectation of profit, from that. Any user of Overmoon represents
and warrants that such user has received adequate technical, administrative,
regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this
whitepaper or website and/or using any part or element of Overmoon (including
the Overmoon token). You acknowledge and agree that there is a high inherent risk
in accessing, acquiring or using any type of blockchain and/or cryptographic
system, token, platform, software or interface, including Overmoon, and further
denies any claims of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly
involved with Overmoon, for any damage suﬀered, including total loss. Company
is not a payment processor of any kind and has no control over the processing of
credit cards. Use at your own risk. It is not a call to action. You are responsible for
your actions. The Overmoon team has no liability due to losses or problems due to
the purchase of the token.

